had condition. My do not belong to any one person. To the poor trouble; blood after lack of leather for hams, etc. Rub side of horse blood. Scrappy, diseased. House; streets badly looked after. People evade responsibility. Afraid to own. As it difficult to get things done. Queues of 1,000 stood my legs. Que up 3-4 o'clock afternoon. Get bread and milk at 7. This green moss, depressed,Point. The was a big trial; tried almost.

Two years where the leaved been arrested; sentenced by many dismissed. Thousands of unemployed. Vashoff left bread and taken away. Stop with no passport. Coat of Zogol.

One street we went through had no doors, mail, gas, water, telegraph, street lights. Lack of electric light. The electric street lights had to stop or the fire station, because there was no current. Electric failure.
CCCP, Smol Otalma. Chervon Pyres.

Difference between a boy.

Exhibit - Money.

One decent fellow throws three of his.

In a chitta, 30,000 titles. Stella di direzione. Stanfeller.

Necromancer.

- - Mission Cape.

30,000 - Charkoff.

Terror much worse.

It was heightened now had again

for bourgeoisie, street.

When General telephoned, the Rev. Off. said: Yes, Jones.

He arrived on foot.

My one building tanks - the locomotive, forty

4,000 men. Dismissed

in Tractor factory. out of

16-17,000. But they have been taken on again. Also build tanks there.

Tractor - run about 10,000

27500 homes - the repair.

Amer. very profitable. Much

Quality below medium. We passed the GPU

village, a lot of peasants.

© 2015. www.GarethJones.org. All rights reserved.
UK residents sitting this
carpenter making strong
than it was, has complete
power.
Outside Torpin
80 paper mbles were
offered for 1 Torpin mble.

(92) - Strana. Now much
more, much worse than
very poor. Then there
was no food - towns as
the peasants had food
now neither peasants nor
town have food

No food - town etc. Help
Add. Food: 1 ton = 1 villager
- occurred old days.

Amended
Rig. louse meet on Khroutec USSR.
down going 5th U.S.S.R.
going out. Pys asks "why?"
house."

_clear that I can't find single
place. I'm fright. USSR isn't
you?"

"Well, in Russia now
people are eat what they used
to eat. So there's nothing left
I'm fright.

"What is 5 and 4.
For 4 pln = 4 yr
No. 5 mbles for 4. potato
01 = 1 potato + 4 peans

Commercial price
Sugar = 2.5 mbles per Kilo
Meat (not market) 10 Kilo

my State.
Unemployed
Reduction in work means 90%
No income
No support
Get bread card until end of month. There is more.
50,000 - 60,000 are to leave Kharkiv.
Hundreds of thousands.

Unemployed.

Pravda
Rash 12
From Collegium 06 PU
For organization of counter-revolutionary workers
Wrts. in Sokolno,
Wkr. lowering.
Some of them are members.

7 Party.
35 condemned to be shot.
Some of them from Narkomz.
Narkomsovkhoz.
Many members.

All rights reserved.
The GPU is pretty more powerful than the CPU, I think.

Stalin is CPU now, in Russia.

There is a struggle between the NKVD and GPU, an old conflict, which has been fought.

New Ukraine policy. In the last week, there has been a beginning of retribution against Moscow, which have been placed in lead sport, Khar'kov of more Russia to be.

MTC will be strengthened, but more political than technical.

Tea for tea. Cattle for cattle. In family, epidemics spread.
Price.Khans.

Market.

Bread (White) Torpim 15k.

Resold — 10p.

1½ lbs.

Commercial Price

Black Bread — 2 Kilo for 5 rupees.

Describe Namak Papra.

Cotter

1 slice toast (bread) — 1 rupee.

Rapp.

4000 quie.

For 2 Kilo bread.

Women shout yell, “Fine, doesn’t it?”

Log your

Not too much

This is bigger by 2 months before

Note. Every 2 months.

Rs. 150/- in all.

Run: 4000
Queen Eliz.

Peasants sell

When men

tower, cloth, etc.

smoke, plant

sheep

bright colored

tartar, fabric

Market drew

into center

(natural)

bread, sand, home made

natural gas, 1

Everyman forced
to become peasant

little for money

poor actual

Turk—refugee

idealism

has disappeared

Kutyan—Wh. Schumfeld

25 gross 20Gn

Good for us

now Russian

(esp. in Right Stellen)

sofia economy, plaid, hair
Unemployment
3 Causes
1. lack of raw materials
   - Supply of coal, timber, oil, etc. fails. If one factor fails, it leads to trouble all along the line.
2. Financial Yo-yo pattern
   - Factory must make balance. Financial difficulties which upset costs and deficit caused. Also in which factor about 6 men are equivalent to 1 machinist. In Gy, factor must balance, dismissals.
3. Food supply
   - The factor has been made responsible for the feeding of 87 workers. A factor is from a certain agricultural district from which to draw supplies.
A Directorism is made responsible. Now it is most bad for food. So workers are discriminated.

This also presents control I having over the country. About 20,000 out of work. That's why more discriminated before on April 1.

Mr. Locke asked for bread. 'Have to look after all right. Ezekiel 5:20.'

Role of Trade Unions

- [illegible]

- [illegible]

- [illegible]

- [illegible]
A direct response had a rapid diminution.

Control of work was resumed on April 1st.

3,650 - 4,000

30 k.p. - 50

No deal, petroleum used. One type only.

Am, model internat.

Helped 8-8 tractor "day, said how about 13,000 - there were about 14. Why less? We improved on technical knowledge."
This didn't need so many workers.

8 classes 9 laps.
From 120 up to about 800 miles.

The Factory is responsible for the food and has control over 2 workshops. A few have been dismissed for this reason.

Now few letters because labor discipline is stricter. Tractors unfit 2000 hour life.

Built 15 months ago.

Of Ministry Agriculture

Ukrainian Rad

Dr. Mygol jury of classification,

Centralisation. Ukraine. New years last month.

Skrypnik will lead after dissatisfied.

Shumski,

Maximovitch

Skrypnik (Commission for Volkstuhl) has been removed (now Google), was for Ukraine but that accused of over-Ukrainisation. He
Passportisation

Woman Washfield

came in this morn

has renewed no pass, must leave

will return

Each V. strict on parentage

Must show birth certificate will

see, stable in Eisen

Nov. (Germany)

Perhaps Oct.

Confined
Gordon

Last months production declined.

Engineers all incarcerated.

Manned. Black.

Transport also worse. Wagon figures worse.

No capital for new investments will rapidly decline.

Not economic.

Bookkeeper is made responsible in trust. Bank.

A lack of directors a lack of responsible people who know their subject. Too many have been impressed or shot.

No one - let the Bank knew my. Gen. For experience.
Winter snowing
Rutte [?]
Winter roughly bad

82 Bobbi Baums

Experiments (mad)

Drown in snow
Hope that seed will be taken into earth. Too small to grow.

300 were very late away.

Children of Nineteen
Not children

Civil War
Did not exist before (War, also had almost disappeared in 1928)

Novices,

They have been forced or treasured to fend for themselves.
hooked in through window. One with red hair open mouth had tip of iths. Another half-naked had not yet dried skin looked like death. Bones, deformed faces. Another pale white the face.

Great increase Besprigorone. Contrast little girl in train well dressed.

9. Train Excellent weapon, built before war - Turkish Factory. Good quality. Conductors now qualify.

a weapon is terrible. My rattle will break. "Will never last."

Another corporal came to draw blinds. I stopped. "No," he said. "They throw stones at train."

Boy / peasants. As protest.

Lapel G. V. U. Civil servants held responsible for any sabotage. burning etc in others.

Increase power of 300 tremendous.
Jony Trudde 11.15
International Competition
for a Memorial to Karl Marx
- 100,000 rubles
- 50,000 rubles
- 30,000 rubles

Money prize

Impossible for
railway to be
rentable. It cost
almost as battle to
travel from Kharkov
Needs

Danger that flow little is

20 m, not correct now. I need more

Instead spoil little that is shown.

After Stalin the most unpopular

man in USSR is

Savard Shaw.

The lack of petrol, oil, tractor fuel, also difficulty

of transport.

In Kharost we

We several week

without electric lift not even carpentry.

35 shot in

Agriculture, including

Vice-commission of Agriculture for the

Union, Khor. Really shot

Feel of terror

Has spread through

Moscow in ranks of

Party etc.

Sam Monkhouse, pale, good control, but

nervous, v worried.